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ABSTRACT

Subtropical benthic communities associated with island fringing reefs along eastern Australian are comprised of a mix of tropical, subtropical and temperate coral species that compete with other sessile organisms such as macroalgae for available substrate. Increasingly, various types of perturbation, both natural and anthropogenic, are exerting stress on these subtropical coral communities. My research focused on the ecology of progressive coral tissue loss associated with a subtropical disease epizootic. Additionally, I completed in situ coral stress surveys and monitored the benthic community at representative eastern Australia subtropical locations (Flinders Reefs southern Queensland, Solitary Islands Marine Park (SIMP), Lord Howe Island Marine Park (LHIMP) and South West Rocks northern New South Wales) to determine if disease and/or bleaching were affecting coral cover. Observations made in the field, with respect to the mode of disease spread and the impacts of ambient temperature were further explored in aquarium experiments using Turbinaria mesenterina and Pocillopora damicornis.

During initial surveys completed at South West Solitary Island within the SIMP, prevalence of coral disease was highest during warmer periods and reached approximately 14% in March 2003. Between 2003 and 2004, a significant positive relationship was observed between sea water temperature and disease prevalence and the rate of tissue loss. Aquarium and in situ studies confirmed that progressive tissue loss observed in Turbinaria mesenterina corals was transmissible through direct contact and by a predatory vector, but transmission through the water column was not observed. These observations indicated that this condition is different from other described white diseases/syndromes and was therefore named Australian subtropical white syndrome (ASWS). Australian subtropical white syndrome was observed at all locations investigated and prevalence tended to decline between 2004 and 2006, with a significant increase during the warmer months. A total of 33 coral species (26% of all species present) from six families were observed with ASWS-like symptoms and dominant coral species were more susceptible. Acroporids were most affected on reefs in LHIMP, whereas, along the coast of mainland New South Wales, dendrophyllids were more susceptible. Transmission of ASWS was observed in situ between colonies of the same species, between species within a genus and between genera.
Abstract

There were no severe bleaching events within the SIMP and LHIMP between 2004 and 2007. However, there was a significant difference in bleaching susceptibility between seasons (summer and winter), between coral families and between sites within different locations. These differences were attributed to the composition of the coral assemblage and differential bleaching susceptibility of different taxa at each site. Bleaching experiments, using a pulse amplitude modulating (PAM) fluorometer to monitor the photosynthetic efficiency of the PSII of symbiotic algae associated with *Turbinaria mesenterina* and *Pocillopora damicornis*, confirmed differences in bleaching response between families. Additionally, photosynthetic efficiency was significantly reduced when experimental corals were exposed to conditions under which bleaching is known to occur in subtropical locations (i.e. above the proposed subtropical bleaching thermal threshold).

A strong difference in coral assemblages was evident across the range of latitudes examined in the study (between Flinders Reef [26.5ºS] and LHIMP [31.5ºS]) but there were also some similarities between sites hundreds of kilometres apart. Coral cover within the SIMP remained stable over the duration of the study, and decadal comparisons showed that subtropical coral communities were generally stable at the regional scale. These combined results indicate that subtropical corals communities along the east coast of Australia, which are subjected to a range of perturbations, appear to be more resistant and resilient than their tropical equivalents. Further monitoring at these locations, in combination with wider collection of environmental data, would further enhance our understanding of subtropical communities.
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quenching and (qI) photoinhibitory quenching. LL and HL represent PAR values of 100 and 400 μmol m⁻² s⁻¹ respectively. Error bars are standard error of the mean. Average percentage contribution of total NPQ from all components indicated above bars.

**Figure 7.1:** Map of eastern Australia showing the locations where subtropical benthic community composition was determined using replicate videotape transects. Sites within each location marked using Global Positioning System (GPS).


**Figure 7.3:** Mean percent hard coral cover (± SE) recorded at five subtropical eastern Australian locations: FR-Flinders Reef; CI-Cook Island; SIMP-Solitary Islands Marine Park; LHI-Lord Howe Island; and SWR-South West Rocks. Site acronyms are described in Figure 7.2. Mean coral species richness for each site is shown above the bars, with total richness at each site shown in parentheses.

**Figure 7.4:** a) Principal component analysis (PCA) biplots of hard coral family assemblage data from subtropical sites: Flinders Reef - green triangles; Cook Island - blue triangles; SIMP - blue squares; SWR - purple circles; and LHI - red diamonds. Site acronym descriptions are given in Figure 7.2. Percent cover of each coral family represented by the overlayed bubble graph: b) Acroporidae; c) Dendrophylliidae; d) Faviidae; e) Pocilloporidae; and f) Poritidae.

**Figure 7.5:** Non-parametric multidimensional ordination (nMDS) showing centroids for a) benthic community composition (n = 5 per site) and b) hard coral assemblages. Solid black and dashed grey contours encapsulate centroids that are at least 70 and 80% similar, respectively. Green and blue symbols represent 2004 and 2006 site centroids, respectively.

**Figure 8.1:** A proposed model for the mechanisms and processes that lead to Australian subtropical white syndrome infection in Turbinaria mesenterina populations. a) A healthy *T. mesenterina* coral is exposed to a perturbation such as elevated temperature, increased nutrients, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) or sediment scouring, which results in a shift in the natural SML bacterial community. b) The compromised coral-holobiont displays no initial signs of tissue sloughing but is vulnerable to infection, which is initiated when a pathogen is introduced via a vector (e.g. *Phestilla* sp.), or c) through direct contact with an infected colony. d) The coral-holobiont defences, including phagocytosis and antimicrobial activity as well as the production of antibiotics by the newly established probiotic species, reduces the pathogenicity of the invading bacteria, and coral tissue growth begins (Mullen et al. 2004; Geffen and Rosenberg 2005; Mydlarz et al. 2006; Reshef et al. 2006; Rosenberg et al. 2007). e) Complete elimination of the pathogen results in continuation of colony growth or, f) following additional stress, re-infection may occur, which could lead to complete colony mortality through time.
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